ESSENTIAL NEWS
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CS2
CONFINED SPACE TRAINEE
We recently sent our marketeer on a CS2 training course to provide
readers with an insight into how ESS Safeforce sets industry
standards in Confined Space Training...
Never before has the need arose for me to
work in such circumstances, it was quite
the scenery change to my daily marketing
role. However, to enable my skill to market
something effectively, I must understand it…

My questions were mercifully answered as the
trainer talked the group through the course
and the practical activities we would partake
in. Any other questions the delegates had were
answered tactfully and with competence.

Day one. We walked into the training

A strange mix of feelings arose in me – I felt
calmer as I now knew what to anticipate, but I
did feel a slight nervousness at the idea of being
in a confined space; after all, who wouldn’t be
after hearing about all the differing – and often
debilitating – experiences?

room and everybody sat down and initiated
conversation with their fellow delegates. Then a
voice cut through the dialogue.
“You have to understand,” said the course
trainer, who had clearly experienced his fair
share of confined spaces, “It’s my job to make
sure you all go home at night.”
In other words, he has a serious responsibility
that only a skilled and qualified trainer should
be handling. The statement hit me. And, judging
by the silence that shrouded the room, I wasn’t
the only one.
To those working in confined spaces, it’s a worry
that can burden even the hardiest of workers.
They want to go home at night. Every night.
Maybe they became complacent on the job;
maybe they prefer to push it to the back of
their minds. Perhaps, much like myself, their
job doesn’t usually involve confined spaces,
however the mere mention of safe practice at
the workplace peaked everyone’s concern.
Regardless of the reasons, as the trainer
expertly introduced the course, the entire group
drew in every word spoken.

A morning test. A slight change in pace it
seemed – but the usefulness of the test proved
incredibly resourceful. Score didn’t matter, it
was purely to give us an indication of the kind
of information to focus on. When we retook
the test at the end of the day, it was amazing to
witness just how much we had all learned. Not
one person failed.
After the morning test, the trainer discussed the
differences between a low risk and medium risk
confined space, whilst ensuring everyone in the
group understood. He asked if a simple office
was a confined space. Most said no. The more
experienced of the group said it depended on if
there were any hazards present. They were
right. What if there was workmen on site?
What are they working on? What gear are they
using? A confined space doesn’t have to be…
well, very confined. As the trainer stated, “If it’s
reasonable to foresee, it’s reasonable to avoid.”

“It’s my job to ensure you
all go home at night.”
The trainer’s backstory was enlightening, their
experiences throughout their working life from
the 80’s until now differed with every job and
highlighted how serious we need to be about
safety. Certain procedures would never see the
light of day these days, and shows how safety
has changed – or rather how it has become
more important.
I was going into this course blindfolded – I
didn’t know what to expect. I kept looking at the
metal hatch and the ladder in the corner of the
room. What’s down there? Was it dangerous?

The next part of the course was much more
practical; we were shown how to put the
Draeger PP10 Escape Set together. This was all
so new to me, but my novice skills never got in

the way when we had to work the escape set
ourselves. The trainer was always on hand to
help the rookies, or anyone who struggled
getting the kit set up.
The importance of informing the trainer of any
illnesses or injuries was stressed – the course
can be tailored to suit any requirements. I
myself had knee surgery last year, which doesn’t
exactly make me the best candidate for crawling
through tunnels. The trainer understood, they
provided me with knee pads and told me that
I didn’t have to crawl through the tunnel, but
rather act as a look out whilst down in the
confined space and monitor the oxygen levels
in the air – an ever important job for those
working in dangerous areas.
After talking us through the exercise, the group
was split into three teams and we took it in
turns to be the ‘Top Man’ team and the
‘Entrants’. Throughout the practical exercise we
were treating it as a real-life situation.
I was the last one down the ladder. Strapped
into a harness with a Crowcon T4 Gas Detector,
a Wolf ATEX Torch and the Draeger PP10
Escape Set I eased into the darkness below. As
I reached the bottom, I knew there was a gas
alert coming soon and I had to be prepared to
assemble my escape set in less than 15 seconds.
I peered down the dark tunnels. I heard my
team mates clambering around, I had no
idea where they were but listened to their
progress on the Motorola GP340 Analogue TwoWay Radio.
“Gas, gas, gas!” they shouted. That was my cue.
I put the escape plan into action, yelled up to
the top team that there was gas, and proceeded
to put my breathing apparatus on. I didn’t quite
push the mask to my face enough at first, so I
began to shake as the escape set blew out air
furiously.
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Nevertheless, as I fumbled out of the hole, the
top team said I managed to get my mask on
within 14 and a half seconds. I just made it.
By the time the rest of my team had ascended
from the tunnels, I had reported my gas
readings to the top team and prepared to
switch responsibilities. The next part of the
exercise involved our team being the ‘Top Man’;
this involved performing ‘buddy checks’ on
each of the entrants to ensure they were kitted
properly, controlling the barriers and attaching
or detaching the safety line. My role was to
keep contact with the team over the radio, and
document the gas readings as they roamed the
custom-built labyrinth below.
Later, with all the activities wrapped up, the
teams re-grouped to deliberate our findings and
discuss any questions we had. The morning test
was repeated with a much better reception;
everyone in the group confidently ticking their
chosen answers. After a quick brief as to what
to expect the next day, off we trotted in our
different directions to return to our vastly
diverse lives.

I realised the strong comradery that comes with
a rescue team – the importance of working
together to achieve the ultimate goal – safety.
The fire brigade isn’t trained, nor is it kitted up
for confined space rescues. We were the last
line of defence.
Before we embarked on our rescue mission,
checks were needed. ‘Buddy checks’ were
implemented, as well as personal checks which
included the ‘whistle’ test – an alarm that
alerts the user they’re on an emergency supply
and they need to egress the confined space
as quickly as possible, and the ‘Face Fit’ test –
which ensures our BA masks fit properly to our
faces.
Two teams, two leaders – we were split up for
the practical activity, with a ‘Top Man’ team and
‘Entrants’ team. A casualty, or rather a 70 kilo
dummy, was hidden within the tunnel depths.
The first question our rescue team leader always
needs to ask before descending deep down –
will it happen to us? We planned out our rescue
strategy, and the equipment needed for the safe
retrieval of the ‘casualty’, and one by one, our
team descended into tunnel.

lowered the safety line and the casualty was
safely hoisted out of the hole by his harness.
We exited the tunnels one last time. Before,
throughout and after the exercise we were
continuously checking our air supply and
relaying it to the top team who were recording
the data to ensure that we had enough air to
get ourselves out safely.

“I realised the strong comradery that comes with a rescue team - the importance
of working together to achieve the ultimate goal - safety.”

Day two. We started with topics regarding

the welfare of the rescuers, high risk confined
spaces and competency with the Safe System of
Work (SSOW). Then we got much more hands
on. The trainer demonstrated, to great detail,
the equipment we would be using throughout
the practical exercise, the Scott ACSi Self
Contained Breathing Apparatus.
There were those who took it in their stride.
There were those who slightly struggled.
And then there was me. I was so focused on
‘doing it right’, I got pretty much everything
wrong. Nevertheless, I had heroes at
hand to ensure I was properly suited up – and
by the end of the exercise I was fairly adept at
the practice.
I was reassured that there was no pressure- it’s
a learning environment. The trainer helped;
the entire room helped each other.

The BA made the shuffling rather difficult, the
tunnel didn’t seem so roomy anymore. My
breathing was laboured, I banged into the sides,
and I was scrambling to keep up with my team.
My torch dropped from my harness. Pitch black.
I listened to the muffled shouts of my team, the
BA mask made even the loudest voice sound like
it was deep under water. My attention was dead
ahead, I didn’t want to slow the team down. I
grabbed the torch and clambered ahead into
the darkness, just as one of the team members,
Fran, discovered the casualty. Fran speculated
on the event:
“I was the first to see and reach the casualty,
which meant I needed to carry out checks to
make sure he/she wasn’t bleeding or had a
serious injury that needed attending to before
attempting to move them.”
Fran and the leader proceeded to place the
casualty onto the stretcher sheet, as I tied the
pulling rope to the end. Turning around wasn’t
the easiest task with an air tank on my back. I
decided to go backwards, and pulled the rope
with me. Our team leader conversed with the
top team over the radio, and we began to drag
the casualty through the tunnels. Fran directed
from the back, our leader hauled the stretcher
sheet, and I pulled the rope and guided towards
the access point.
Eventually, after much toil and pounding
around, we reached the ladder. The top team

Should we have hit our emergency supply,
it would’ve become necessary to abort the
mission. The task was incredibly immersive,
and the authenticity of the practice truly
educated us on what a real-life emergency
would entail.
Our top man duties came next, as the second
team prepped for their rescue. We did the
‘buddy checks’, and I manned the barrier whilst
our leader helped lower the entrants into the
hole. Fran recorded the entrant’s air supply
data, entry and egress times, and gas readings.
After rescuing the casualty and placing him in
the recovery position, I thought it would be the
last practical of the training course. Once again
– although pleasantly surprised – I was wrong.
The breathing apparatus didn’t go away. It was
time to test the equipment. In our ragtag group
there was the tall ones and the skinny ones. The
short ones, and the large ones. Our next
exercise was to test how long each of us could
last with the limited air supply. We moved
equipment, carried heavy objects. As the first
warning whistle blew, we checked our air
supply. Some were nearing empty, others had
an adequate supply. I realised the importance
of recording entrant’s air supply data, the reality
was, those who laboured more lost breathing
air at a much faster rate than others.

“We were the last line of
defence in a confined space
rescue operation.’
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So, what did I take from this comprehensive
training course?
I had no reason to be afraid, there was no
damning fate down the hole. It was a wellcontrolled environment, with a competent
and experienced trainer who knew exactly
what he was doing. It was so much more
than what I had anticipated, I truly enjoyed
myself and hearing the numerous stories and
anecdotes amongst the group was remarkably
mind-altering. I realised what these people go
through, on a day-to-day basis.

“The task was incredibly immersive, and the authenticity of the practice truly
educated us on what a real-life emergency would entail.”

My thoughts on the training course for
anyone taking CS2 for the first time:

A fellow delegate, Fran, commented on
her experience on the training course

“It was great to gain an insight as to
how our equipment works and is used,
and the different types of work that our
teams - particularly our Safety & Rescue
teams - are completing daily. I very much
look forward to the next ESS Safeforce
training course I am able to take part in!”

“After taking this course, I feel much more
confident about working within confined
spaces in the future. The trainer was
fantastic; I thought that their knowledge
and expertise really benefitted the whole
team.”
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